
Library 431 responses
I love the library and the space it provides for students to work in a quiet 

environment

all the time great

Good place for studying.

Online access for online classes - excellent resource and avalibility

Haven't even been in there.

work there, valuable resources

helpful
The library staff is very helpful. They became to know me my face and name. 

The library mostly had the resources I needed to complete assignments and 

for leisure reading.

the best

yes; i study here

very helpful

library is one of my favorite places. Perfect environment to study and 

maintain good grades

ok

Very helpful

great place to go to get work done the selection has grown over the past four 

years which is great the staff for the most part is okay.

enhanced: its helpful that many services are available online

Having an unlimited amount of resources.

enhanced

The library was very helpful to me; however, as my I advanced in my major, 

the resources available became more and more slim.

i like the library

very helpful

I will be using the library at Pembroke for the first time this semester due to 

research projects. Met a couple of the "experts" who will help us with 

database research and I am looking forward to utilizing their services as well 

as the library. I have heard wonderful comments about the library from my 

niece who attended and recently graduated from UNCP.

Enhanced. Would help if more than one entrance was available to use. 

GREAT HELP!

good

n/a

Loved the facility and the faculty. They are wonderful and have the 

environment student and study friendly

A great place to study.

Very helpful.

Very helpful, nice resource for students. Love that I can access the library 

from home.

I used the library dozens of times, and it did enhance my education.

I have not used this service not yet but I will be in a couple more weeks class 

project due

On line sources are great

N/A

materials very useful and numerous resources



use it

na

Allows me a quiet place to study

supplied me with various items to use for research

great

none

The library has helped me on many occasions. 

Conducting research is very easy with the tools in the library

Library is the best place for me to study

good place to study, need more private study rooms

It's big and has lots of books & computers. :)

Helpful staff on how to use the electronic resouces

Very helpful

experience was good

Very helpful when I needed help logging into library sources online.

online Library is great, easy to access

great amount of resources

The library is the best place to study. They have couches and tables out in 

the open and they also have study rooms where you can be by yourself.

Everyday

good job

Fatastic, have been super helpful!

good resources available, but limited when compared to other universities

enhancer

Quite atmosphere that aids in a more focus persona resulting in the 

maximum education desired

enhanced

extremely pleasant and helpful

Great tool that helps with writing papers.
Basically this is my second home, this is a must for all UNCP to breakaway 

from their natural surrounding and jump into excellent resources all right on 

campus.

Great

Very Good and Helpful

Used it many of hours, fantastic, but could be much larger

not used

I enjoy the staff; they are very polite.

I've only used it for the quietness

library is fine, although we could tune up the computer lab and have more 

printer/scanners available to students.

very helpful!

Enhanced, the library is a very resourceful place. 

NA

nice study areas. 

Exceptional selection of materials

decent



great

Great source of information.

Good place

large large selection very pleased

very helpful
has thousands of books and other forms of information. people who work 

there have helped me use the eqipment there so i can do better in my 

classes by giving the instructors what they want.

Wonderful source of knowledge and assistance. The resources available 

(especially ILLiad) are invalubale to my education.

I am always in the library and I used all of their resouces.

Great selection also and the quiet areas really help in studying

provides a place to study when my romates are loud, just wished they had 

more parking for students during the day

Very helpful people, very knowledgeable, it is always a good experience to go 

to the library.

Haven't utilized enough. But, well managed from the times I did utilize it.

Enhanced, had material available on campus and online

limited

Needs updated computer monitors in Lab

great resources

Love it

Our library is amazing, you can find just about anything you need to 

complete assignments and research.

Requesting books and renewing my request

needs more books to help with research, but for teh most part great place to 

come to for computer use and great online journals and such things.

n/a

the library has a nice collection and the staff is very friendly- both things that 

have been very helpful to me

I spend a lot of time in the library and its relative quietness allows me to get 

a lot done

N/A

Very useful and helpful

yes

Essential environment to study, very helpful for me to focus

research

could use more study rooms

A God send!!! 

Excellent

Pretty good stuff in here

Good
The library helps me with everything I need far as research. The staff is so 

friendly. They are always willing to help. I go to the library to study and do 

work also. It provides a quiet environment for me to concentrate when my 

apartment it too cozy or loud.

I used this as a meeting place for a group activity



Well stocked; journal finder very helpful with papers and useful outside of 

school.

Very good, I love the variety of books

helpful staff and quiet place to study or do work

check out books and research

Reference Desk and Computer Lab

Good

article help and research

enhanced

Employees at the library have helped me with research techniques.

Micheal Alewine is the best

Love the library, online tools and especially the services they offer for 

distance education students. Love, Love, Love.

resourceful but hard to navigate

very friendly

very helpful

don't need to be fixed the people there know what they are doing.

very well stocked for students use

Good

wish there were more study rooms for groups that is always the hardest 

thing to get when needed.

got whatever i need movies to 

too far from campus to use

Learned how to use the library.

enhanced

Great

Library rules

Love the library.

The library is great. I am not great with computers so I still use the library 

quite a bit. Also, Miss Wanda in the DOIT center is great.

meets all my needs

very helpful staff 

yes

Life Savers

Great online access

library resources were very helpful

did not go

didn't use

None

The Library is wonderful...top notch facility!

very helpful

the best place on campus for me to concentrate and complete work

NA

N/a

Online library sources outstanding, Thanks Mr. Alewine

very helpful staff

Very good place to get your essay done and a lot of support there.

The library was very helpful for a lot of my courses



People who work in the library took the time to help me find the resources 

that I needed. They told me how to look for books in the library, how to use 

the computer to reserve a book at the library, and where I need to go to get 

valuable information, in order to prepare for my research paper. 
I received assistance from Library staff while preparing a paper for my 

African American Literature class. The staff e-mailed me some very useful 

material that I utilized to write my research paper.

very helpful

Sometimes, there is a guest speaker, in the library, and they get loud. 

Negative effect on the studying in the quietness of the library.

very helpful, I spend most of my time here doing work for classes. It is also 

convienent due to the use of computers and availability of seating.

very helpful

Excellent-great place to do research and study, very helpful

wonderful hours

enhanced

Good
The libraries resources are really limited. I transfered from another UNC 

university, and the library had a lot of options for books, films, and other 

sources I might have needed for a paper or research. Unfortunately, the Mary 

Livermore library is very limited. I've even had a professor who stated he 

doesn't use the library for teaching tools (films, books) because it is so 

limited.

enhanced education

very satisfied to the faculties

Have not been there yet but plan to meet some other students there to 

discuss a project

N/A

I have used the library

library access has been good though confusing sometimes for online 

search...but the only way to get better at it is to use it more often :)

Excellent

utilized
There is no reason why you cannot have speakers at another area of campus. 

I am unable to study in the library most of the time because there is a 

speaking series or other events. If you want students to use the library, 

make it a library, not an entertainment venue. 

great staff

Very useful

small and outdated books, but can access the unc system

Great experience each time I visited. The checkout labtops were very useful!

N/A

good resources and Mr. Michael is very helpful the only one in there that 

seems to really take his job seriously

very helpful

Beign able to do research online from home was wonderful. Need more 

resources online.

N/A



yes, upstair computer lab is too hot...and sometimes u can't find a place to 

study

Great

Wonderful resource !

Helped alot
We have a great library. Everyone who works there is very helpful. I have not 

used the library as much as I probably should, but when I do go in there, it is 

a pleasant environment and I am able to do my work.

Reseach papers

I love the Library, and the staff are very helpful.

Accessible, though I have limited experience in dealing with them

study sessions

Been great, except that I'm used to having books required for class on 

reserve so students with financial limitations were not forced to buy them. 

Very accomodating staff who always go beyond the call of duty.......w/o 

asking. 

very helpful

Online database most helpful to me. 

Excellent

Provided any different resources that were very helpful when doing research

great environment to study and availability of resources for one's success

no experience I have been distance/online so far

very helpful for when my laptop mess up

Okay

no
I like the new furniture on the second floor. It's pretty annoying that students 

don't respect the quiet signs posted around the library. The library should not 

be a quiet study place and it's not most of the time 

enhanced ability to get homework completed

EXTREMELY beneficial. 

Gives me a quiet place to study

The library staff is EXTREMELY helpful and professional. I wish the building 

was brighter and more accessible.

a broad an indespensible place for most students

Enhanced

For the most part, I've found everything I was looking for in the library.

The labs are way to noisy.

The staff at the library have always been helpful in finding books and 

research when I have asked. 

it is very useful

To loud, the staff is not very friendly

Very helpful. Most of the staff are friendly too.

Was very helpful in finding material needed and calling me when material 

was available



Mr. Arndt and Mr. Alewine have been amazing. I live 4hrs from campus and 

when I need an article for a test/class they have been more than willing and 

very timely in getting me those articles

n/a

Great place, mean staff.

Lots of helpful material.

for useful - helped with writing papers

i utlize the library very often

enhanced

enhanced

Study time for exams and getting work done in a quiet zone

Fairly easy to navigate and the staff is very helpful

enhanced

I love the library and everything about it.

Enriched

The staff are very friendly and always willing to help, and the resources are 

great.

Excellent selection of resources

The librarian are nice and it is very good

Always a welcoming place and easy to get help.
The library has helped enhance by experience by providing me with resources 

to help in my learning. I have used the computer lab, study rooms, as well as 

books and other similar materials. 

quiet and subtle. makes learning feasible

courteous and helpful staff

enhance

could be bigger or have more ebooks

great place to study!

I could go there and get a lot of work done

Their all extremely helpful and polite

allows for students unable to read print to have access to digital books 

awesome for a rural community college

very useful

Research and writing papers

love the movie selections

Some are very nice, some could be a little more friendly

staff was very helpful in assisting w/ my needs

N/A

Not used

helped

excellent

very helpful

Helped me

Very useful. Provided all the resources I needed.

computer lab use the computer when my computer crashed 

I wish our library was available for 24 hours like most UNC schools

Find a variety of materials needed for course work 



Very helpful

none

Good

online library great resource 

great study area

Helped with computer needs and printing

helped

Good resources in the library to include the computer lab

peaceful study environment

The library is layed out great and it has many opportunities.

They are helpful over there

enhanced my educational experience

Very helpful

Useful

Good rescourse 

enhanced

Very good atmosphere to practice in

great

enhanced my educational purposes

Library has been very helpful, im always at the library

enhanced

Fine

Library is fine

important

enhanced

Great!!!!!

Nice, clean environment

helped

na
The men at the refrence desk are not helpful to the social work students 

finding articles. I would say only two were helpful to me the entire time I 

have been using the library.

it is a nice library with a lot of room

good

Very useful for research and the staff are willing to answer any question.

more study rooms, bigger space

excellence

a lot of resources that are useful

very helpful for sources

provided incredible assistance with research that helped with completing 

assignments
Wonderful place, lots of resources that have been instrumental to my 

academic success, I use the electronic resources regularly along with the 

computer lab and have checked out a CD or two. Love checking out a book of 

interest from time-to-time also. 

N/A

i utilized



Use the resource to study

great library

I use the library a lot. I wish they would have more study rooms, but over all 

it is a good library.

enhanced learning experience a lot 

don't have enough resources

Library was always available when I needed a quit place. 

All of my experiences at the Library have been positive. They are extremely 

helpful and knowledgeable when it comes to their jobs. 

helpful

good

Great but it needs more space and longer hours

enhanced, but still small amount of books

psych info is invaluable

The library has always been very useful to me.

excellent selection, great help from staff

The Library is useful. The staff or student workers are very helpful.

none

n/a

i worked there so it was good

fine
Good experiences.......sometimes I think that the noise level could be 

monitored better. My daughter was in there on night and the people near 

here were so loud that she text me and had me call the library to complain 

for her. Wonderful things, cell phones, the person who took my call did go 

and have the people be quite but it should not have taken a phone call to get 

those results.

Helpful

They are always so helpful

I helped when I needed to complete a project or for help getting the 

information I needed

They are nice and friendly.

Good reference source

needs longer hours

good. has helped a lot

a lot of info and very helpful

Offer a wide selection of materials that I have needed for class projects, and 

also have a pretty good selection of graphic novels.

very helpful

Excellent selection and collection

Wonderful

Private study rooms are great for personal use and small groups

I love the library it enhanced my learning greatly.

very helpful staff

Pretty cool, more study rooms would be nice

--

yes

NA



Has been wonderful with information

Good resource to study and do research

Love the library, and I should go more. Good place to study and to work.

Great

should have more professional looking computer labs.

Great willing to help whenever necessary

It was help because it was always a quiet place to study, I was guaranteed to 

go there and type papers, and it gave a lot of sources for research.

enhanced

Love the long hours and Like that they check to make sure everyone is quite

Faculty are knowledgable and helpful

good

Sufficient to meet my study needs

The library is very nice. They should consider a larger children's section for 

elementary education students. 

good, nice, helpful

Excelent in helpfulness and variety of books and dvds

staff is helpful and friendly

great

n/a

i have used it many times ot study in

great really helped me

Has greatly helped in every research project yet

Very quiet to study in. And provides computers and laptops.

helpful

Very Helpful

Adequate

It has great resources, that has helped me with several research papers.

not helpful

good

Provides many resources for any research that I needed.

very helpful 

Love the dvds, but they need to work on keeping the noise level down and 

get ac in the study rooms upstairs.

Enhanced

?

Only one copy of a book needed for a book report

k

yes

Great resources, though it could use a larger comtemporary fiction selection.

Super

I thoroughly enjoyed my time spent in the library. The staff is helpful and it 

is a great environment to study. 

great access 4 studyn..nice and quiet



UNBELIABLE STAFF A 

Yes-as I mentioned I work there now, so it is very convenient to use the 

library and find the necessary resources that i need.

good
The library contributed to my success. I spent a lot of hours there. The only 

thing that i would improve about it would be to adjust the temperature in the 

computer lab. 

Online library is helpful

The staff has been more than helpful in assisting me with getting the 

information that I needed for papers. 

Very useful and conveniet. User friendly

NA

Has many resources for everything

very knowledgable and helpful especially the computer lab

The library is a great place.. love the worldcat system.. helpful and friendly 

staff

n/a

N/A

Good could use more updated books in subjects like, science, geology, etc.

good

Yes, helped with research

n/a

aided me in my studies

Need more study space for students.

not used

Great

ehanced

online usage only

This has been very helpful.

well

I love the library, its my home away from home. I'm thankful for the labs its 

almost the only place that ALWAYS have ink for the printers.

Good

Quite place to work

Had all material I needed
This has enhanced my educational experience because it provided me with 

many read at hand resources that I've needed for projects and papers in the 

past.

great help

The library was a resource I was able to use to get some information needed 

to prepare for a Praxis I test.

Gain needed material for succeding on Academic research papers

A great place for studying and thinking!

Very informative

Too loud.

a very nice place. 

It has been very helpful for me to study and get toogether with others for 

class assignments in q quiet area.



good

To quite

Great place to study and easy to ge3t alot of work done here

no

never attend anything in the library

good place to study

Ms Tela and Cris Bowyer are very helpful

Enhanced.

enhanced

glad they have long hours

Helpful

enhanced

the best

Library


